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CHAPTER 1

0

This study is concerned with the economics of feeding

cattle in dry lot with specific reference to cattle feeding
in Oregon. The specific objectivos of this study are:
(I) to appraise the possibility of expanded feed lot opera
tions in Oregon and (2) to develop some guides for incroas'-
ing economic efficiency in cattle feeding. These objectives

are interrelated. An economIc analysis of the dry lot cat-
tle feeding enterprise is required for the attainment of
both objectives. Most of the analysis and dISCtISSiQU 0-

phasizes economic efficiency in cattle feeding.
The cattle industry in the west and in Oregon tradi-

tionally has been based upon the supplying of feeder cat-
tie to corn belt and eastern feed lots. The growing of

feeder cattle on ranchos still is the most important phase
of cattle productIon in the west. However, there has been

a steady growth in cattle finishing operations In the west-
ern portion of the United Statac in the past two decades.
This growth in cattle feeding operations has been due pri-
marily to the increased demand for moat in the west and the
increase in the supply of feeds available for finishing
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cattle for market. The Increased deand for was clue

prir1it to the increase n the populatIon in te otern
states. The increased supply of feeds caiie about through

the increased productIon of forages.
In the period £rom 1940 to l92, the three Pacific

oest states icreascd the number of cattle on feed In the
dry lot from an estiuted 206,000 to 447,000 head (44, pt7),
The estimated nwnher of catt1e on feed In Oregon during

this peri.od has remained about the same. The number on

feed in Oregon durtng the past decade has ranged from a

low of 22,000 to a high of 32000 with an average of

27,000 head. The expansion of cattle feeding in the Paci

fic coast states has been due mainly to the increased
number of cattle finished for market In California.

The population of the Pacific states ncresed about

49 per cent during the period from 1940 to 1950 (42, pp.2

10, 13). An addItional 2 per cent increase In popu1-
tion for the west coast has boon estimated for the period
190 to 1960, as compared iIth an estimated increase of

about 12 per cent for the United Stato in the sare
period (43, p.?).

It is logical to expect the expanSIon in population
to be accompanied by an increa2e in the demand for beef



the west, This maans an expanded market far .animals fin-

ishod in wo5tern feed lots.
Dry lot cattle finishing operations in Oregon are

located ia:Lnly in areas with roughagos available at a com
paratively low cost. Roughagos fed by cattle feeders aro

farm grown and/or are purchased locally. Cattle feeders in
Wallowa, Union, and Baker Countios produce most of the rough-

ago fed on their own farm. and ranches. On the other hand,

many cattle feeders in eastern and southern 'ogon purchase

locally all or nearly all the roughage fed cattle in the
dry lot.

In northeast and southern Orogon the principal rough-

ages fed are alfalfa and mixed hay. Boot pulp is an addi-
tional roughage supply in Maiheur County. In central Ore-
gon mixed hay and clovex' chaff are the main roughages util-

ized as cattle feed. Pea vines fed fresh or dry as ensil
ago, mixed hay, and alfalfa hay are the prnciplo roughages
fed in Umatilla County. Straw and silage are fed by some

producers ifl all the major cattle feeding areas. Surplus

potatoes in the potato growing areas (Maiheur County,

central and southern Oregon) are purchased and fed to cat-

tle.



Feed grains are produced in all of the major cattle
producing areas, The cattle feeders utilize locally pro-
duced feed grains. However, the supply of low cost rough-

ages, instead of the feed grain production, is the prin-
ciple factor in the development of feed lot operations in
the stato. ThIs is because of the relatively high value
of graili in the cash market.

It is logical to expect any expansion in cattle feed-
ing in Oregon to begin in the areas already finishing
cattle for market, The supply of roughages, the price of
feed grains, the price of fInished cattle, the price of
feeder cattle, and the operating efficiency are the most
important factors which will Influence the future scale
of cattle feeding in Oregon, Currently the price of the

feed grains in relation to cattle prices is the most sig-
nificant factor limiting the expansion of the dry lot cat-
tle feeding. Either a lower price for feed grains and/or
a higher price for cattle will bring about a more favorable
cattle-grain ratio. The price of feeder cattle in relation
to the price of finished cattle will have short-run effects
on the scale of cattle feeding. Usually a margin between

purchase price and selling price is necessary for success
with the cattle feeding enterprise. Without this margin

4



cattle feedin, will be discouraged. Opportunities exist
for Oregon cattle feeders to increase operatIng efficiency.
Any increase in efficiency will encourage an expansion in
Cat tie feeding operations,

Although. all of the above mentioned factors influenc-

ing cattle feeding In Oregon are taken Into account in this
study, most of the analysis deals with operating efficiency.
The major consideration in operating efficiency Is feeding
practices. The basic factors to take into account In feed-
ing efficiency are the physical input-output relationships
for dIfferent kinds of cattle and feeds price of feed, and
prices of different grades of slaughter cattle. The price

of feeder cattle In relation to the price received for fin-
Ished cattle Is not emphasized in the discussion, although
this factor alone may be restonsible for profits or losses
on individual lots of cattle, Changes In value of the

inItIal weight of the anImals due to grade changes are gIven
duo consideration in the analysis.

Past experiments on cattle feeding were concerned

mainly with efficiency from a physiological standpoint.
The economy of gains was of a secondary consideration. Most

of the past experiments were reported in such a manner that
producers could be misled on the kind of feeds and feeding
practices that were most economical. It is possible that
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combinatjois and kinds of feeds or feeding practices other

than those reported in experimental results would have re-

sulted in greater profits, Only a limited amount of econo-

ic analysis can be performed on the past experiments in cat-

tle feedIng because of the experimental designs used and

method of recording data.

Some of the more recent oxperimonts in cattle feeding
have been designed and conducted in a manner adaptable to

economic analysis. In particular, feeding trials conducted
at Oregon State College for the past four years provide

input-output data in a form needed for economic analysis.

The results of these feeding trials are used as the basis

for most of the analysis in this thesis. Other data used

in this analysis were results of fecdluig trials at the
Idaho ExperIment Station, records of feed consumption and

gains of animals from Giliiam County Beef Feeders Associa-

tion, and survey records of 18 food lot operations in tJia-
tilia and Kianath Counties,

In the ciapter to follow the basic principles of cat-

tie feeding are discussed. A brief review of past research

In cattle feodng is presented in Chapter 3. The remain-

ing chapters deal vrith analysis and Interpretation of ex-

perimental and survey data.



CHPTR 2 7

ucIPLE 0 p

Principles for maximizing profits (or minimizing

losses) In an enterprise are contained In a method called
marginal analysis. As a method, marginal analysis is ox
plainod in the literature on economic theory. Some appli-

cation of its use in solving agricultural problems are
presented in agricultural economics literature (e.g., 5,
pp.91-137, 229-271).

This chapter contains a discussion of the relevant
variables for maximizing income in the cattle feediug
enterprise. The structural relationships of the variables
presented are based upon logical reasoning and past ro

search findings. Marginal analysis is applied in Inter-
preting these relationships in terms of income maxImization.

The anal7sis in this chapter is presented as a guide for
analyzing and interpreting experimental and survey data.
It is assumed that only one group of cattle are fed each
year,

Income from the dry lot cattle feeding enterprise
accrues from either one of two sources, or both: (1) in-
crease In value of the Initial weight of the animals, and
(2) the x:argin over food cost on the gains made by the



animals. These two components of the income in cattle

feeding can best be analyzed separately in order to demon-
strate the effect of each variable on income.

The income component duo to gains made by animals on

feed first will be analyzed. This income component can be

positive or negative, but most of the discussion in this
chapter will deal with positive returns above foed costs
on gains made by the animals. The next step will be to take
grade changes into account. Change in slaughter grade dur-
ing the feeding period brings about changes in value of
the initial weight of the animals. These two components

of Income then will be integrated together to determine op
tinium marketing weights. A, brief discussion of grain-
roughage ratios to feed and uncertainties in the cattle
feeding enterprise are included in the latter part of this
chapter.

Physical growth of animals on feed is the basic fac-
tor in analyzing the economics of gains made in the dry
lot. Physical input-output relationships (growth of ani-
mals on food) are discussed in economics as production
functions. Thus, the first step in this chapter will be
to analyze the physical relationships (production func-
tions) of cattle feeding.



Production Functions

Feed is the major input in the cattle feeding enter-
prise. The cost of feed for fattening cattle is about
80 per cent of the dry lot operating expenses (29, p.840).
Thus, it is logical that food be treated as the major vari-
able input in this analysis. If the ratio of roughage and
grain were held constant in the feeding period, feed could
be considered one variable input. In sone of the analysis
to follow, feod is handled as one input and in other parts
as two inputs (roughage and gran).

Other variables that enter into the production of
beef in dry lot are (1) kind of feeder cattle, (2) building
and lot facilities, (3) labor, etc. Different ages, sex,
breed or grades of fooder cattle, as true of different
kinds of foods, result in different sub-production func-
tions. In iathomatical notation, a general production
function of the form * P (x1,X2.....X) describes

the case where all inputs vary; Y represents the output
of beef and X1.....X refer to the inputs. All inputs
fixed or held constant except one is the sub-production
function Y F where is the variable
input and X2.....X are fixed inputs. The variable in-
put X1 could be feed with kind of feeder cattle, labor,



buildings, climate, etc. held constant, This is one tye
of function employed in this thesis. The other type is
where feed is treated as to variable inputs instead of
one.

The growth function or production function for beef

cattle in the dry lot can be described by use of the terms
diminishing, constant, or increasing physical returns.
Diminishing physical returns occur when each additional

unit of feed input adds less to the total weight than the
preceding unit of input, Constant returns occur when each

unit of food input ro8ults in the sane amount of output
or gain in liveweight. IncreasIng returns occur when each

additional unit of input results in greater total output
than the preceding unit of food Iripu

The prevalence of a combination of increasing, con
stant and diminishing returns in the growth ±'unction of
cattle from birth to maturity is suggested by the following;

"The curve representing the course of growth
in weight or volume has a characteristic siioid
form. There is no exception to this statement.
t hold for growth of individual multicellular a

mals and plants and also for the growth of popu.l
tions of unicellular or multicellular animals"
(7, p.27),
The phase of diminishing returns of the growth func

tion heins prior to the stage in which animals are put in

10



11
dry lot. That most of the growth fuflction of cattle oncom
passes diminishing returns is implied by the following
statement by Hendricks, Jtill and Titus (22, p.428):

"It is common knowledge ong workers in anImal nutrition that the feed intake Is used in twodifferent ways. One portion is used to supply fuelrequired to carry on the metabolic activities of theanLal and nay be designated as the intenanee re-.quirement, The other portion Is used for growth andIncorporated into tho body tissues producing a gainin liveweight, It Is self evident that if no feedwere required for maintenance and if the fractionof the feed Incorporated into the body tissues wasalways of the same chemical composition, the lIveweight (W) of a growing animal would be a linearfUnctjo of food constimption (F). Since some feedis used for maintenance and the amount required forthis purpose Is known to Increase as the animal be-comes larger, C cannot be constant but must be
3ome diminishing function of llveweight'.
The animal utilizes more nutrients for body mainten-

ance as its body weight increases. Thus, the requirements
for body maintenance increase throughout the feeding period.
With the same cheraical composition of the ration, the ani-
mal can increase the nutrient intake by eating rore, but
the Iricrea a in nutrient intake over the feeding period is
loss than he increase In body maintenance requirements.
Therefore, the proportion of the nutrient intake available
for gains in weight diminish, This is why the rate of
Crowth cannot be constant but must diminish,

One would expect a change in chetieal composition of
the ration over the feeding period such as increasing the
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proportions of grain to decrease or eliminate diminishing
returns for a considerable period of time. The change In
the composition of the ration is equivalent to a change to
another (higher) growth or production function. This change

In composition of the feed by increasing the proportion of
grain could be expected to be an economical practice so
long as the cost of the gains in weight did not exceed
their value.

The phase of diminIshing returns for cattle fed a

ration of the same chemical composition is attained at
about five months of age (7, p.33). Hence, when cattle

are placed in te feed lot they are generally of an age

where they are in the diminishing returns phase of their
growth. A change to a fattening ration may result In con-
stant or increasing returns for a short period of tIme.
Diminishing returns again will take place unless the com-

position of the ration can be changed to make the increas-
ed nutrient intake proportionate to the Increased :.ain-
tenance requirement.

Returns Above Feo Costs

Three factors effecting retur above feed costs on
gains made by cattle in the dry 10 are (1) efficiency of



COflVtii Fees into Gfins

Different production functions of cattle in the
lot ray be due to differences in grade, age, and sex

13

converting feed into pound gain (2) price o eda, and
(3) irice of slaughter cattle.

anima1 PrOVIde] the same ration :i fed. Also anlrals will
vary in rate of gain because of differences in their in-
herited ability to gain.

The grade of feeder cattle will affect the rate of
gain of the animals and, therefore, the returns above feed
cost, Experiments have shown that wellselectod common

grade or medium grade feeders have made the same gain as

choIce feeders with less feed than roiuirod for choice
feeders (28, p.795). This was because of the thinner con-
dltion of lower grade feeders. }iowever, one cannot ex-

pect to attain as high a slaughter rade for the common

and medium feeders as with good to choice feeder cattle.
tlfferencos in the growth of clves, yearlings, and

two year olds as reported by Nelson (30, p.9) are shown
in the top portion of FIgure 1. It can be noted that the
growth functions have less slope as the age of the anImals
Increase. This Indicates that calves rai:o a higher rate
of gain per unIt of feed input than yearlings. In turns
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yearlings make a higher rate of gain por unit of feed input
than two year olds. Those differonces in rates of. growth
are shovn in the lower portion of Figure 1.

Aniials with higher additional gains per unit of feed
input will return a greater margin above food coats than
animals less efficient in converting feed into pounds of
growth. Therefore, returns above feed cost Will be higher
for calvos than for yearlings or two year olds (assuming
the animals have the sane inherited ability to gain). The

point of maximum returns above feed cost on the gains made

by animals in the dry lot also will occur at a higher level
of feed inputs for calves than yearlings or two year old
cattle.

In research at the University of Missouri Experi-
ment Station it was found that the growth curves (begin-
ning at two months of age) flattened out at two years of
age for cows, whereas steers flattened out at about four
years of age (8, p.4). It is believed that the removal of
the gonads may delay the ossification which is the major
point of inflection in the growth curve just as removing
flowers from tomato plants may delay their point of inflec
tion (8, p.6).

According to Morrison (29, p.803):

"Though heifers do not make as rapid gains
as steers, they become fat sooner and therefore
o not require so long a feeding poriodM.
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Differences in additional gains per unit of feed fed are
illustrsted in the bottoi portion 2 Figw.'e 2. With the

growth higher for steers, one can expect returns above feed
cost also to be higher than for tie heifors.

of Feed S1uvter Cattle

The economic implications of growth differences dis-

16

The top portion of Figure 2 represents hypothetical
growth functions for hollers and steers in dry lot which cor
respond to tho difference owth expre;seJ by morrison,

cussed earlier can be ore clearly presented by
the physical unhi;3 of feed and gains into value
This is done by use of food and cattle prices.
above feed cost accumulate to a naxiiuii so long
value of addition1 gains are worth more than a
food cost. Only the marginal gains and feed in:

changing

Units.

ieturns
as the
ditional
ts mood to

be considered in determining relative returns above Leed
cost arid points of maxinium returns above feed cdst for two

or i.ore different rates of grovth.
Figure 3 can be used to denons;rato the effect cf

different rates of growth on returns above feed cost.
Curves AB and CD can represent the value of ddiionai gains
for two animals, t a feed price OP, returns above feed
cost increase t6 maximum at the OX2 feed in;ut level on

the loss efficient animal. An additional quantity of

/
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Figure Hypothetical Growth of Steers
and Heifers in Dry Lot.
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feed (X2X4) is required to reach the point of maximum re
turns above feed cost for the more efficient enimal. Also,

the level of returns above feed cost for the more off iciont
animal is higher.

The sfect of different feed prices can be demonstrated
by the use of Figure 3. The two different feed prices can
be represented by OP1 and 0P2. At the feed price 0P1, re
turns above feed costs attain a maximum 'then OX1 toed units

have been consumed (on value of additional gains curve LB

A drop in the price of feed from OP1 to OP results in an
increase in the level of feed inputs from to OX2 to

reach a maximum returns above feed cost. It can be observed

that the higher level of returns above feed costs occurs
rith the lower feed price.

A change in slaughter pico has the same effect on
returns above feed costs as the different rates of growth
of animals discussed previously. Instead of curves LB and

CD representing animals growing at two dIfferent rates,
theae curves can represent the same schedule of additional
gains valued at two different prices.

It can be noted from the value of additional gain
curves ifl Figure 3 that the rate of growth diminishes
throughout the feeding period, In the case of constant in
stead of diminishIng returns, these two curves would be



Value of
àditional

Gains

Feed Inputs (pounds)

Figure 3. Graphic Illustration of Effect of Different
Feed Prices and Value of Additional Gains
on Returns Above Feed Costs.
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horizontal lines. In this situation maximum returns above

feed costs may not occur within the feeding period. How

ever, the effect of different food prices and the prices of
slaughter cattle on the level of returns above feed cost
would be the same as demonstrated for diminishing returns,

Valu çhe thna1 'eeinc eriog

In the prevIous sectton the effect of different rates
growth of animals, price of feed, and price of cattle

Upon returns above feed cost was discussed. Points of max

imu.m returns above food costs may not be consistent with

the optimum market weight of cattle. This iS because of

the change in value of the initial weight of the animal
with changes in slaughter grade during the feeding period.
The conditions in whIch maximum returns above feed costs

will be consistent with the optimum market weights of c

tie are: (1) when the market irioe is the same for all
slaughter grades, (2) when maximum returns above food cost

occur in the highest slaughter grade, and (3) when the
value o± gains from one grade change to the next is less
than the decrease In returns above feed costs beyond the

maximum.

Maximum returns above feed costs will be inconsistent

with the optimum market weight when the change in value of
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Initial weight with changes in slaughter grades more than
offsets the decreases in returns above feed cost beyond the
maximum.

The optimum market weight occurs 'when the total net

change of value of the animal reaches a maximum (taking

into consideration the returns above feed costs and change
in value of the initial weight). Figure 4 can be used to
illustrate graphically the conditions whereby the maximum

returns above feed costs would be inconzistent as well as
consistent with the optimum market weight.

In Figure 4, curves OA, OB, and OC represent returns

above food cost, change in value on initIal weight of ani
mals duo to grade change arid total net change in value,
resective1y, during the feeding period. fleturns above

feed eot (OA) and change in value of initial weight COB)
are added together to obtain the total net value change
(OC). Maxitum returns above feed cost occurs when OX1

units of feed have been consumed. Beyond this point re-

turns above feed cost decline. However, the Value of the

initiul we!ght of the animal continues to increase beyond
this point of maximum returns above feed cost. This in-
crease in vaiue of initial weIght is sufficient to offset
the decline in returns above feed cost as noted by the
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Figure 4. Illustration of Returns Above Feed Cost,
Change in Value of Initial Weight, and
Total Value Change of Animals in Dry Lot.
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total net value change (OC). In this illustration, the
optimui tine to market would be at the feed Input level

or higher,

The maximum returns above food costs would be consists-
ent with the optimum narke ve:ght when the change in value
of initial wGight is repreentoci by ODE, (Fig. 4), and the
total net returns by OGF. Hero the returns above feed
costs (OA) and change in the value of initial veight CODE)

are added together to obtain the total net value change
(OGF). The optimum market weight occurs when OX1 units

of feed have been consumed, the sane as the point of iriaxi-
mum returns above feedeost. The resit would be the sane
hd the v1u of initial weight ceased to increase at any

point prior to the OX1 level of food inputs, or the point
of naximum rethrris above feed cost on gaIns made by the
animals In dry lot.

Giiz-oughage RatiQ Fedinr

ev7 e Inents have been conducted for the purpose
determining the possibilities of varying the ratio of grain

to roughage in fattening beef cattle. As a general rac
tice, most iariiers feed more roughage when it becoes cheap
In relation to the price of rain. On the other hand, when

the price of grain becomes cheap relative to the price of
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roughage, nore grain is fed. By detoiIithe different
Conb1natons of grain and roughage ihIch will result in
the sane output of boot, the optinum ratio to .f cod under
any given grain-hay price relationships can be ascertaIned.
A geometric illustration of this IS given in Figure .

Here the product ctour representing 100 pounds of beef
is ZZ'. The line PP'ropresents one price ratIo of grain to
roughage. At the point of tangency of this feed prIce
ratio lIne with the product curc (ZZ'), a grain-roughage
ratio is defined that whc fed will represent a minimum
toed cost in obtaIning 100 pounds of gain. When the price

of roughage becomos higher in relation to the price of
grain, as Indicated by the price ratio line PP', the nirii
mum cost ratio shifts to 0Y2 grain and CZ roughage. When

the price of grain becoues higher in relation to the pr.ce
of roughage, as indicated by the price ratio line QQ', the
minimum cost ratIon Is at OX3 unIts of roughage and 0Y3

units of grain.
These illtistrations on the ratio of grain to roughage

to feed for a mlnliiiurn feed cost per 100 pounds gain

apply n case a constant ratio of graIn to roughage is fed
throughout the feeding period. When the ratio changes dur

ing the feeding period, as in case of an Increasing



Grain Y
(pouncs)

Y3

x2 x

Roughage (pounds)

Figure , Illustration of Possibilities of Changing
Grain-Roughage Ratios in the Ration with
Varying Peed Price Relationships.
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proportion of grain in the ration, the constant product

contour still may approxthate the possibilities in chang

ing the Qverage ratio for the feeding period.

Up to this point in the discussion, fitctuating cat
tie prices, foe px'ioeor irregir rate cf gan have not
been taken into account. Producers are aware of to tossi
bilitios of financial losses rrhen the feeding period is
lengthened through lower cattle prices, death losses, etc
also, therc lo a possibility of a fInancial gain when nar
keting s delayed. The relevant future events (prices,
mortality, etc.) for ascertaining how long to food cattle
cannot be predictec with certainty. They are uncertainties.
The risk a cattle feeder incurs usually increases with the
length of the feeding period because of the increase in
investtent per anirial4 This increase In risk may tend to
cause the producer to Sell cattle out of dry lot short of
the most profitable time dotert.inod on the basis of no
ehange or a predicted change in the relevant variables.

It is not the purpose of this study to fully analyze
the uncertainties in cattle feeding with the Intent o
giving producers guides on how to reduce the Impact
the different risks. Such would require another study.

26



However, the analysis in this study by handling the vari.-
ables as i1 thoiz magniti.des were flOWfl with certairty

ii contribute toward reducing the trncertainti in cattle
feeding. T.is vill be so if any contribution is made by
this study to increase knowledge about cattle feeding
economics,



age.

CHkPTEB 3

LITJBP.TUUE

Most of the past experiments In cattle feeding have
been conducted for the purpose of comparing gains made by

different kinds of cattle, or gains made by comparable
cattle on different rations, Different breeds, ages,
sexes and grades of feeder cattle have been included in
tests to compare gains made in dry lot. Different feeds

and combinations of feeds in rations have boon tested to
determine eir comparative value. The findings from

these types of experiments have economic significance to

cattle feeders. However, in most of the past experimental

work in cattle feeding, economic objectIves were not inte-
grated with the biological objectives. Thus, the data ob-

tained have a limited amount of adaptability for an eco-
nomic analysis.

This chapter presents a brief sumr;ary of some research
findings on growth of different kinds of cattle in dry lot
and growth of cattle on different rations. Kinds of cat-
tie Include cattle of different age, sex, and grade. &-
periments on rations reviewed Include tests on the com-
parative value of different feeds in the ration and on
the possibilities of varying the ratio of gra±n and rough-

28



erime ith Cate 2 iffe.rert , Grde

Cflbertson, Evvard, and Hairdond (13, p.240) reported

that two year old steers niade greater gains during their fim-
ishirg period thai yearlIngs and calves but they required
rroro feed per hundredweight of gain. Calves required the
1eat feed jer hundredweight of gain,

thpermnients at New MexIco Agricultural cperinient

Station (36, pp.67) indicated that age was the nost Ii-
portaut factor in controlling gain per unit of liveweight,
and that younger cattle steers tended to use their feed
for body growth i1e older steers had rore of a tendency
to fatten. Younger steers required less Lead per 100
pounds of gain.

Grailich and Thalman (16, p.4) reported that two
year old cattle roqured about 50 per cent nioro feed
produce a 100 pound gaIn than calves, and that yearlings
required about 25 per cent rore feed to produce a 100
pound gain than calves.

xporiuents have shovm that well selected corunon.-

grade or adiur grade feeder cattle will iiiake fully as
rapid and cheap gains as will good to choice feeders which
are of bettor Leof type and confirniation. This is chiefly
because the lower grade feeders are generally thinner in
flesh than the better cattle (29, p.795).

29
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Hankins and Burk (19, p,36) concluded that fancy

feeder steers indieated a distinct ability to produce
prime carcasses but relatively large gains were required to
produce that result, Choice and good feeders showed a

tendency to produce carcasses no higher than choices regard-
less of gains made,

Stangeland (37, p.16) stated that the range in find-
ings on the amount of gain needed to bring choice feeder

calves in dry lot to a slaughter grade of choice varied
from 240 to 00 pounds. The amount of gain required to

bring choice feeder calves to a prime carcass varied from
380 to 600 pounds.

Trowbridge and Moffett (41, p.23) found that steer
calves gained more rapidly than heifer calves and required
less food than heif'ers to produce an equal amount of weight.
The calves gore of srilar age, size and fleshing and were
fed the same feed mixture during the fattening period.
Morrison (29, p.803) reported that steers make more rapi

gains than hoifers.

neriments With Different Btic

Past experiments with different rations for cattle
have provided the basis for the development of feeding
standards and for recoxnendations to farmers on how best



Morrison (29, p.476) states that corn excels as a
grain for cattle feed because of its richness in total
digestible nutrients and its palatability to cattle.
Therefore, in riany exterIriants corn Is taken as a stand-
ard with which other graIns are compared.

Haney and Elling (18, p.305) reported that calves

fed ground 'heat and alfalfa hay for 182 iayS In the dry
lot made less gains than similar calves fed corn and cob

meal and alfalfa hay.

to utilize available (local) foods. Most of the research

on rations has been in deterElining the comparat±ve gains of

aninals foci d:tfferent feeds (different grains, roughages,
etc.). A United number of experiments have been conducted

for the purpose of doternining how gains vary with the

feeding of different ratios of grain to roughage.

inds .Q oeds

The literature reviewed on kinds of feed was mainly
the result of experiments on different grains and roug

ages. Comparisons of the feeding value corn, whoa

oats, and barley wore emphasized In this review.



Baker (21, p.7) found that calves gained less rapidly
when fed ground wheat and a1,alfa hay than when the grain

was shelled corn or equal parts of shelled corn and ground
wheat, Calves fed the raxture dressed higher and graded
slightly higher in the carcass than those fed only wheat
as the grain.

Weber and Connell (48, pp,.6) stated t t oxperi-
raents and experiences up to 1931 have indIcated rather

consistently that corn should be rated somewhat higher
than wheat when fed aS the only grain to fattening steers.

Trowbridge and Moffett (40, p.2) stated that cattle
consumed slightly larger quantities of whole wheat than
they did shelled corn, but that gains were not as rapid
with whole wheat. They reported that grinding wheat
coarsely as a feed for fattening cattle increased the
value of the grain about 10 per cent. When ground wheat

was substituted for as nuch as half the full ration of
shelled corn, gains produced were slightly Lore rapid
than when shelled corn was fed. When ground wheat was

substituted for all the corn, cattle consumed less grain;
they gained less rapidly; and produced carcasses with less
finish. Bloat:Lng, scouring and other digestiVe disturb

ancos occurred more frequently when wheat constituted

the sole grain .n the ration.



.ccording to Linfield (28, p.79) a mixture of ground
wheat, ground oats, and barley was ::ore satisfactory than
ground wheat, ground oats, or barley vfen fed alone

faterg cattle.
iIickran. 49, pp.42-43) compared a ration of wheat

and alfalfa hay with a ration of bazhloy and alfalfa hay.
:e reported that yearling cattle receiving ground wheat

arid alfifa hay iade slightly oro gaIn than s:.Lmilar cat-

e fEd b ey as the grain. Substitution of oats for
per cent of the wheat resulted in essentially the sane

rate of gain.
Morton and Osland (30, pp. 1-2) concluded that calves

fed equ.al parts of grotnd corn and ground wheat with a

basal ration
hay, mineral
more rapidly than slnilor calves fed eIther ground whc a

ground barley, or ground corn and barley. Calves fed

grot.nd wheat took to their feed slowly. Tho also sold

for less par hundredweIght, but dressed out as well as

did the other 1ots.
According to rorrison (29, pp.5O4-O5), fatteriin

le fed wheat as the only grain L:ained less rapId].
those fed corn, but they required less feed per

f cottonseed cake, wet beot pulp, alfalfa
and salt gained approximately 10 per cent
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100 pounds of gain when wheat was fed. Frosted or shrunken

wheat was fully equal in Leading value to wheat of good
milling grade.

ExperTL1ental results re'orted by Uorrison
have shown Lict fatteniug cattle nade about th sane i'a1

Ofl ground barley as on shelled corn. However, the cattle
fed bar Icy usually sold for a ier price. The cattle Led
barley required less feed per 100 pounds of gain. Vhen

porh was roduced behind the cattle, the barley was worth
about 88 per cent as t'uch as the shelled corn.

Hofftan, Bogart, and i3urris (25, pp.-.6) stated that
ground corn nd ground barley produced nearly identical
rates of daily gain on yearling Hereford steers during a
four year trial. The roughage ued was a iixture of fir
and second cutt alfalfa hay. flo.led ba cy and ground

barley Troduced nearly identical gaIns. Bloat hazard vas
far greater w:Ltu barley than with corn.

Fron the results of a series of axperiLlents ccnductea

by the Oregon Agricultural cperiient Station (9, p.3) en
feedthg wheat to beef cattle, it was concluded that wheat
was eaual to or better than barley or other fe grains

in the fattening ration. These were eastern Oraoi'i tets.

5)



Blizzard (4, p.20) found that a pound of lIe. 2 oats
r9 85 per cent as valuable as a pound of corn when oats

replaced half the corn in a calf fattening ration. Also

he concluded that feedIng one-half oats and one-ha]i corn
was superior to feeding all oats the irst all of
feeding period and all corn the second half of a 170 d
feeding period.

The following comparison was riade of the value
grains to corn by Beresford (2, p.3%):

Peed Vleirtht j.
Snelled oorfl 56 100
Barley 48 80-.90Vho t 60 100
Oats 32 700.75
Jye 56 70..&sO

coxnarj.son ruae. Ensninger (15, p.23) stated
that there vzaS practically no ciifforoco in do y in
between yearling steers fed alfalfa hay and those fed
pea vine hay. Steers fed oat hay and rye hay rade
nificantly smaller gains than steors ied alfaifa hay.

In a Wisconsin study (29, p.37U) it was found that
a ton of ea vine silage was worth 75 per cent as much

as a ton of corn silage in fattening cattle vrhcri each
was used along with ground ear corn, alfalfa ha:i, and
protein supplement.



Morrison (29, p.413) indicated that cattle riade about
tile same gain when fed grass hay with protein and calcium
supplements as when fed leguiie hay. The grass hay ration
eneral1y required more reed per 100 pounds of gain.

Hackedorn (17, pp.8'll), tvro year oJ.

hay and a grain ration of 50 per cent
wheat,. 25 per cent oats, ald 25 .er cent barley gained
1i per cent ;ore than steers with wieat iay substituted
for the alialia ay. Thon steer calves we:e fed tieo

.ccording

steers fed alfalfa

two rations were 35 per cent more for those fed
the alfalfa hay than those fed the vheat hay. A mixture

of wheat nay and alfalfa ay, nail and half by weight,
proved aa efficient for calves as the alfalfa hay.

Beresford (2, p.371) stated that alrost any rougha
palatable enough for cattle to eat could be used in feod
LflC cattle provided it was properly supplemented. An esti-
mate of the feeding value per ton ol' different roughagos
using alfalfa hay as a basis for comparison are shown below:

Per a vi-z
Aaralfa hay iuUi.)
Red clover 9054
Oat hay 75:
Timothy hay 705
Prairie hay 6
Corn silage 35
Oat straw 25
\Vheat strav 2
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Thalinan (39, p.36) reported slightly higher gains of
yearling steers en theat raw was mixed ith alfalfa
hay along 'rith a basal rtion of hellod ccr, cottonseed
cake, and minerols than cattle Led only wheat straw and
the basal ration. The feed rcquiro per 100 pounds of

gair we aroximately the sane for both grouns, although
the groT receiving vrheat straw constmied a little less
TOug!agOaTd slightly nero grain. Gains and feed effic
lency of thso two groups were simil to ye:r1ing steers

shelled corn and alfalfa i.ay.
Ens...thger (lu, p,25) found no nificant difference

between the rate of gain of steers fed sweet corn refuse
and those corn silage or between steers fed either o

o silages and those fed alfalfa hay.

Grp-4oughge Ratios

Th.norc.us operiments h oi:eon ecudnoted o doter-
n!no the ost profitable amounts of grain to feed
toning cattle of various ages anc2 under ferout condi-
tions. These cxporirients have indic:tod that when fnli
use is :ae of high quality reghece ctt1e can be fat
toned sufficiently to yield dosirable carcasses vith ruch
loss grain than v:as formerly believed noees.ry (2, n.769



Uost of these experhets have not boon conducted or ro-
Ported in a tarrner that wIll perrit detormintio.n of the

nost profitable corbination o± grain and forage to food.
The past oxporiental ro I arc useful for rcuh g os

hut xiood e ref mod for more accurate detertination of
forage-graIn substitution possibilities.

Heady and Olson (31, p.8-9) ye done sorio InItIal
york on substitution rates of grain and forage for feed-
ing beef cattle. The graIn-forage substitution rates
that they co.utod for tie oductioi of 100 pomds of
gaIn on choIce yearl nc feeder steers arc s"r'1r n Ta )lO 1.

Iteith, Johnson, ano Lehror 26, pp.l-l) conducted
an experinont on the otimuin ratios of coneentrato to
alfaU'a h I or fattening stoers. The data fror. t
exporinont are analy"ed in another section. of



able 1

Forage and Grain Feed Combinations and Substitution Ratesin Production of 100 Pounds of Gain on Choice Yearling
Feeder Steers. (Data obtained from U.S.D.A. circular
no. 905, p. 9)

Feed conibinatlons Avg. quantityfor producing 100 lbs. of grain re-of gain in weight placed per lb.
of forage ad-
ded (lbs.)

Forage Grain
(lbs.)

Pounds:

Avg. quan- Foragetity of for- as % of
age required total
to replace a feed (%)pound of grain

(lbs.)

39

400 953.4 29.6
600 882.7

0,353 2.83
40,5

800 817 5
.326 3.07

49.5
1000 757.9

.298 3.36
56.9

1200 703,9
.271 3.69

63.0
1400 654.0

.249 4.02
68.2

1600 611.8
.211 4.74

72.3
1800

2000

574.0

541 8

.189

. 166

5.29

6,02 75.8

78.7
2200 515,1

133 7,52
81.0

2400 493.8
nil]. 9 01

82,9
2600 478.0

.079 12.50
84.5

2800

3000

467,8

463.0

.056

.024

17.86

41.07
85.7

86 6



CHAPTER 4

soirnci g &U2 JH ANILX$I

The following data were used for analysis in this

study:

Feed and growth records obtained in feeding
trials by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station.

Feed and growth records obtained in tests con-

ducted by the Gilliam County Beef Improvement Association.

Grainroughage ratio experimental data obtained
in feeding trials by the Idaho Agricultural Experiment
8 tat on.

Survey records on feeding practices of 18 cat-
tle feeders in Uatil1a and Klamath Counties.

eedinE

The data obtained in feeding experiments by the Ani-

mal Husbandry Department at Oregon State College consIsted

of growth and feed consumption records on bull, heifer,
and steer calves. These data were obtained in experiments

covering the four year period, 1949l953. An analysis of
tho growth of heifers and bufl in the feeding trials of
1949-1953 has been made and reported by Dabmen and Bogart

(14, pp.1-23). The same data on hifer and bulls were
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analyzed again in this study. There is very little dupli-
cation of the two analyses because of the differences in
objectives,

orinenta. MetIos

AfliLals included in the three trials from l949-l92
were purebred Hereford bulls, Angus bulls, Angus heifers,
grade Hereford heifers, and grade Hereford steers. Three

different proportions of grain and roughages were fed t
the ania1s during thoso trials. Each calf received one
port grain and three parts hay until a weight of 600 pounds
was obtained. From a weight of 600 pounds to 700 pounds
the ratio was one part grain and two parts hay; from 700
pounds to Soc pounds the calves were fed one part grain
and one part hay,

The feeding period for each calf was terminated when
slightly over 800 pounds liveweight ore attained, Initial
weights averaged about 450 pounds per calf. The roughage

fed was a high quality chopped airaifa hay. The grain
mixture is shovn in Table 2.

Liveweights wore taken at two week intervals and the
weights and feed consuod for each period were recorded on
individual forms for each calf throughout the feeding
period.



Table 2 

The Grain Iixture Used in the 1xperimontal 
Feeding During the 1949.l952 Trials. 

Feed Stuff o Mizture 

Rolled barley 6o.o 

Ground oats 20.0 

Dried beet pulp 10.0 

Wheat bran 5.0 

Soyboan meal 2.5 

Linseed neal 1.0 

Dried skin mil1 0.5 

Bone meal 0.5 
Salt 0.45 

Irradiated yeast (9 000 units 0.05 Vltaiin 
D 

per gram) 

TOTAL 100.00 

42 
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In the. feeding experiment in l92.53 purebred Here-

ford bulls, Angus bulls, Hereford heifors, and Angus
hoifers were individually fed a constant proportion of
grain and hay. The ration consisted of one part of grain
and two parts of No. 2 alfalfa nay. The feed was fed in
the form of pellets. The feed tixturo is shown in Table 3,

Livewelghts were taken at fourteen day intervals and
weights and feed consumption for each interval wore re-
corded for each calf. The feeding period terminated when
each indivldua]. calf attained a weight of about 800 pounds.

SolectiQrA &ir1s Inclusion n1is
The following method was used in the selection and

grouping of the data from the 1949-52 experiments for
inclusion in this study;

Calves in each experient were divided into
separate claises on the basis of sex and breed.

Individual growth data wore plotod for each calf.
From these classifications animals were selected

that had similar initial weights and growth patterns.
Also calves which failed to gain over a significant period
of time as a result of being off feed cr sick were elimi-
nated from the analysis.



Table

Feed Mixture Used in l952l953 Experimental Feeding
Trial with Constant Pro-uortjon of Grain to Roughage.

44

Ground oats

Beet pulp

Vlheat bran

oyoan L1ea1 (44;)

3.2

2.25

Linseoc meal (32) 0.35
Steamed bone meal 0.17
Driad skin nilk 0.20

Yea 0.009
Salt 0,35

TOTAL 100.014

Fee. $ of L tur
ty (No. 2) 66.5

Molasses

Rolid ar1ey 0



trials

(4) By use of regro ion techniques growth curves

were estimated for each of the groups ClaSsified on the
basis of sez and breed. Since the calves were fed three
different proper Iions of grain to hay during the feed:L
period, three dif2r nt growth functions were estimc.te
for each cThss of an±r.:ais. One growth function cluded

the feed inputs arid gains up to a liveweight of 6OO ..?ound

the second, from a liveweight of 600 to 700 nounds; arid

the third, from a 1iveeight of 700 to 800 pounds. These

growth curves corresponded to the grain to hay ratios
1:3, 1:2, and 1:1 during the three periods.

(5) The ani:aals then were grouped into categories

consisting cf grade and purebred hoifers, grade steers,
and purebred Angus and Hereford bulls. Those groupings

were nade by combining the classes of animals with similar
growth patterns. Growth functions for each of the three
groups of ani.uals were estimated by statistical techniques.

Anii::als in the l949l952 feeding trials by groups
and the nunber in each group used In this tudy were:

(a) fourteen grade Hereford steers, (b) thl grade

and purebred Hereford heifers, and (c) twenty-nine
bred Angus aud licreford bulls.

flecords on all calves in the 1952..53 feedin
0 not complete at the time this analysis was iiade.



All the calves with conpiote feed consumption and growth

records wore included in t;-is study. T10 calves included

wore diVdd into the following groups for estthation of

growth functions: (a) purebred Angus arid Hereford bulls

(16 head), and (b) purebred Angus and Hereford hoifers

(16 head).

ttistical

Curvilinear regression techniques were used in esti-

mating growth curves for the calves selected for inclusion

in this study. The data wore fitted to the quadratic aqua-
tion atbXcX2, where Y was gain in weight and X was

quantity of feed consumed. Grain and hay were combined

and treated as one input. Estimation equations wore dotor-

mined for each pei'iod of growth where the same ratIo of

hay to grain vas fed. The b and a coefficients were tested

for significance. hui some cases the X2 term was dropped

1IiOfl found not to be significant and the equation reduced

to the form Y a-bX.

Other typos of regression models, such as logarithmic

functions, could have been used. The quadratic form was

chosen because results obtained were adequate for the



purpose intended. Perhaps a logarithmic function would

correspond more closely to the theoretIcal rovr1h pattern

of anials.

Gilliari Ccu.nty Beef Cattle L'provcmcnt £cod.:ig tests

ror l92 v.'ee available for inclusion in this itudy.
The calves se:Lectcd from these feeding tests incinded 10
oreford heiiors and 24 purebred culls of varous broods.

iL) calves were individua1l fed for a period
154 days. They received a ration containing one part grain
to two parts hay be weight during the first 64 days of the
feeding period. During the last 70 days this was changed
to one part grain and one part hai. The roughage consisted

of two-thirds alfalfa and one-third beardless wild rye
grass. The concentrates consisted of 30.7 per cent whea
30.7 per cent oats, 30.7 po: cent ba1oy, and 6.0 per cent
cottonseed meal. Trace mineralized salt and '3onO meal were

kept before he calves at all times. The 'a v t. .) o .e
twice daily at reg1ar hours.

At tvtonty-eight day intervals the calves were indi

vidually weighed. rt the feed consumption for

county Tests

47

each period were recorded for each anima e average
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Initial weight of the bulls was about 500 pounds and

the averace final weight was about 890 pounds. The heifers
averaged about 40 pounds at the beginning of the feeding
period and had an average weig.t of about 750 pounds at
the termination of the test,

The statistical techniqucs aod In the anal is o
this dat iere the same as those used i'or the Oregon data.
incc these cattle iere fed tw dIfferent proportions

grain ad hay, two functions fr the dry lot feeding
period were deteri.ned,

Bcuhpg Rtio

Data from two experiments

Agricultural Experiment Station

Exper inert

(2C, pp.1-l5) at the D:anch
at Caidwell, Idaio, wore

used for estimating constant product functions. The feed-
Ing period was for a period of 4 days for calves and
126 days for yearling steers.

In one experiment sixty grade Hereford steer calves
were fed grain and alfalfa hay or a perIod of l4 days.
These calves ware divided into ix lots of ten an.mals
each. A different ratio of grain to hay was fed each
The ratios of grain to hay for he six 'ots vore 4:1, 3:1,
2:1, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3, The aru.ra1s were fed twice daIly



at approximately 12 hour intervals in individual stalls

without shelter. They were al owed to exercise in lots
betweo feedings. Water and s1t were available to the

animals at all times.

The grain mixture was conosed of 46 parts ground

barley, 22 parts ground oats, 22 parts dried molasses
beet pulp, B parts cottonseed oil meal and 2 parts salt.
The alfalfa hay was chopped. The grain and the hay were
weighed for each indvidua1 f ding and then mixed nd

fed together.

In the second experiment ±orty yearling Hereford

steers were fed grain and alfalfa hay for a period of

126 days. These forty steers were divided into five lots

of eight steers each. The five ratios of grain to alfalfa

hay fed were 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3. All steers were

Led individually in stalls. They were fed the same grain

mixture as the calves in the previous experiment. The

ratios of grain to hay were hept constant throughout the

126 day feeding period.

Those data were used for estiriating constant product

curves of 300 pounds for calves and 200 pounds for year-

lings. The data were fitted to the general quadratic

equation Y arb1X1*-b2X2-i-b3X where Y was the

49



gains of the animals,
pounds of hay.

The experimental procedure employed to obtain these

data has definite limitations from the standpoint of attain-
ing economic objectives. The appropriate procedure in ob-

taining data for determing the optimum ratio of grain to
roughage to feed would be to feed each lot to the same aver-
age gain (e.g., 200 pounds or 300 pounds). This would mean

feeding cattle oii the low ratio of grain to roughage longer
than the lots fed a high proportion of grain because of the
lower rate of gain made by animals fed the smaller quanti-
ties ol' grain.

Forty animals in the calf experiment were selected
for inclusion in the analysis. An attempt was made to

lect animals with about the same average initial weight
and gain per lot. The selection process was nocossary

order to satisfy the condition of having the same amount
of gain for each ratio of concentrate to hay fed. Thz n

bar of animals selected for each concentrate to hay ratio
ranged from five to nine with an average of 6 2/3 animals
per lot.

In the two lots vthere a grain to hay ratio of l;2
and 1:3 wore fed there was an insufficient number of

was pounds of gain, and X2 was

fl



animals averaging 300 pound gains, therefore,

and feed consumption were adjusted before selecting the
animals. In the lot fed 1:3 ratio, no animal attained
a 300 pound gain during the 154 day feeding period. Ad-

justments were made by extending the gains of the calves

on the basis of the average daily gain during the 154 day
feeding period. The calves with the 1:2 ratio of c oncen
trates to hay were adjusted by adding 10 per cent addi-
tional gain and 10 per cent r.ore feed. The lot receiving
1:3 concentrate to hay was adjusted by adding 30 per cent
gain in weight and 30 per cent to the feed consumption.

In the yearling steer experiment animals wore se-
lactod from each of

an equal product of
aS in the case of t
steers with about t

S The number of

from to 6 with an
Gains and feed

ic gains

the five grain to hay ratios to give
200 pound gain instead of 300 pounds

o calves. An attempt was made to got

e ame average initial weight In each

animals selected for each ratio varied
average of 5.6 animals per lot.
consumption of the steers in the 1:2

ratio of concentrate to hay were adjusted upward 10 per
cent. The gairand feed ccnsumption of the individna S
solec ad in the lot of 1; ratio wore increased by 20 per
cent. Those adjustments were made on the basis of the



averace daily gain and feed consumption for the respec-
tive lots during the 126 day feeding period.

The method of selection and adjustment places def 1-
mite limitations upon the results obtained by this pro-
cedure. However, in order to determine combinations of
grain nd roughage which will result in the same output
of beef the selection and adjustment procedure used was
judged to be the appropriate alternative.

uryey . eef Operations j Oreor

A survey was made of 18 cattle feeders in iClamath

and Umatilla Counties in the spring of 1953. The names

of cattle feeders were obtained from County Agents and

other agricultural leaders. These 18 cattle feeders do
not represent a random sample of cattle feeders in the
two counties. An attempt was made to include feeding

operations of different sizes in the two areas. The

sample was too small and the feeding practices and
suits obtained were too variable for a statistical
analysis of the data. These data were obtained mainly
for case studies. Two purposes of this survey were:
(1) to compare the results obtained by some of tho

Oregon feeders with those obtained under experimental



conditions, and (2) to obtain an understanding of the
problems experienced by cattle feeders in the state.

Information was obtathod on size of operations,

age of cattle, grades of feeder cattle, grades t Which

cattle wore niarhoted, length of feeding periods, amounts

of different feeds fed, amount of gains and other man-

agement practices.



£NI4YSI8 ITBPRATION .Q REG9N

This chapter deals with the statistical analysis and
interpretation of Oregon experimental data on calf feeding.
Both biological and economic intorpretations will be givon.
The discussIon will begin with the basic physical input-
output relationships derived from the data. The economic

analysis of the growth data follows the derivation and
biological interprottion of the input-output relationships.

Growth Coxirnarsons .2 Cattle Exeriment

Growth differences due to sex feeding practices, and
rations will be discussed in this ection. Bulls, steers,
and heifers were used in these feeding trials. Comparison

of feeding practices is limited to the feeding of an in-
creasing proportion of grain ifl the rt:Lon and the feeding
of a constant proportion of grain and roughage. The dis-

cussion of ration dfferencos is integrated with the growth
comparisons by sex and feeding practices.

çopron growth IeUrs ull
Contant. Ratio Qrair, Rowhag

Growth curves for purebred bull and heifer calves

were derivod by a regression analysis of 1952-53



x2 coefficient
wer limit upper Urn

-. 00004366 ..Q002736

.00001873 .00009596
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experimental data These are shovrn in the top portion of
Figure 6 The lower portion of FIgure 6 shows the addi-
tional gains per pound of additional feed consumed. These

cStiat total and additional growth apply only in the
period of dry lot foeding Initial weights of the heifers
and bulls in the feeding trials averaged about 495 pounds
ca eh

The estimation equations for the two growth curves
(top portion Figure 6) are:

Bulls: Y 6.4220 - .22438X .00003551X

Hefers: Y 7.4732 +- .14826X - ,00001416X2

where Y represents the pounds of gain in weight and X the

quantity of feed consumed in pounds. Both grain and rough-

age are included in the X terms. Two parts of roughage

and one part of grain in pellet form were fad the calves
in these two feeding trials. Total livoweight .f the ani-
mals in the above two equations cn be estimated by add
ing the initial weight (495 pounds).

The coefficients of both the X and terms in tho
above two equations were significant at the 99 par cent
level of probability. Ninety per cent confidence limits
on these coefficients were:

X c.efflci
oler n tpp

Bulls (1) .2069 .2419
Heifers (2) .1353 .1612
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Figure 6. Growth Curves for Bull and Heifer Calves in
Dry Lot (top portion) and Additicnal Gains
Per Pound of Additional Feed (lower portion).
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From these statistical analyses, he following con-

clusions can be dravrn on the growth of the bulls and heifers

in the 1952,53 feeding trials:

Diminishing returns were si;nificunt for both

bulls and heifers. Those are evident £rQ. o significant

negatIve X2 coefficients.

Growth patterns for bulls and heifors differed

significantly. The confidence limits on the coefficients of

the two regression equations provide evidence of thIs. Gain

per unit of feed in;ut was hi.ghor for bulls.
The rate of gain declined more rarldly for bulls

than heifers. This is shovn graphically in the lower por

tion of Figure 6. Bulls gained at a much higher rate in the

early part of the feeding period, and the significantly more

ra.:id decline in weight did not offset the ore rapid earli

growth.

The lower additional growth 2 or bulls compared with

that of heifers near the end of the feeding period is not

considered sIgnificant, Thi.s may have boon caused by the

type of equation used in estimating the growth pattern of

the animals. The equation for the two additional growth

lines in the lower portion of Figure 6 are:

Bulls: Y .22438 .00007102X (3)

Heifers: Y * .14826 - .00002832X (4)



).ore Y is the additional gain and X refers to feed in 
pounds. Equations (3) and (4) are the first derivatives 

of equations (i) and (2) repec-tively. 
The finishing of bulls in dry lot for rarket is not a 

common practice. However, the buliheifer growth compari 

SOnS do have considerable practical significnee. It will 
be shown in the following section that bull and steer calves 

used in previous tests made about the same total and addi 
tiorial rains, Thus, the two growth equations may be con- 

siderod estimates o growth differences between helfers and 

steers. The oconoule analysis of these two growth functions 
is based upon the possibility of this representing steer- 

heifer growth differences as well as bull-heifer growth 

difference 

Cparion 
Chnpiru 

S 

Growth functions for bulls and steers fed three ratIos 
of grain to hay in the 1949-1952 Oregon feeding trials are 

own in Figure 7. 

No effort was made to join the different segnonts Into 

a smooth growth function for the complete feeding period. 

Initial weights wore 412 pounds for the steers and 481 

pounds f or the bulls. 
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Figure 7. Growth Curves for Bull Calves and Steer Calves
Fed Three Different Ratios of Grain to Hay.
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The est nation eqnations for the steers fed difforeit

grain.hay ratios were:

where Y is gain in weight and X is the total feed consump

tion vit the respective feed ratios. The X2 terms were

dropnod from. each of the above equations when found not to

be significant.

The estimation equations for the bull growth were:

1:3 ratio: Y 6.7431 + .1430X (6a)
1:2 ratio: Y -9.978O .1909X .0000433X2 (6b)
1:1 ratio: Y 5.6729 -- .1393X (6c)

whore Y and X refer to gains and feed consunTtion as before.

The X2 terms wore dropnod from equations (6a) and (6
when Zotind not to be significant.

For the føodi period as a whole, diminishing returns
are not evident for steers or bulls. D±minishing returns

are evident when the 1:2 ratio was fed bulls, but this
cannot be considered significant for the feeding period

when interpreted jointly with growth on the 1:3 and 1:1

ratios, The X coefficients decrease in size from equa-
tions (5a) to (50), but this could be interpreted as an
indicator of diminishing returns only when the size of the
constant ter.:is in these equations is the same These do

not reain the same, but increase which tends to offset

1:3 ratio: Y 4,1774 + .1517X (5a
1:2 ratio:: Y 8.9765 .1170X (5b
1:1 ratio: Y 14.9272 .1129X (50)
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the decrease in the size of the X coefficients, It is possi
ble that the rate of growth did diminish near the end of
the feeding eriod for each ratio of grain to roughage, or
fox' the feeding period as a thole, but this was riot detected
by the statitica1 analysis because of the variablty of the
growth data, One would expect diminishing returns to occur
when anirials al'e continued on any one of the ratios of
grain to hay for a considerable period of time.

The sizes of the constant and X coefficient terms in
equations (Sa (Sb), (5c), (6a), and (6c) provide little
if any evidence of a difference in growth of bulls and
steers. The same may be concluded from 'igure 7. It is
possible that real differences in growth between steers and
bulls do exist, and the above test is inadequate for show
ing this. However, it also is possible that any real dif
ference in growth between steers end bulls does not be-
coro prominant until the animals are larger and older than
the aninals in these feeding trials. For purposes of eco-
nomi analysis in a later section, the growth of bulls and
steers will be considered the same.

The 1949-52 feeding trials on calves included heifers
fed the three proportions of grain and roughage. stivates
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Figure 8. Growth Curves for Steer Calves and Heifer Calves
Fed Three Different Ratios of Grain to Hay in
The Dry Lot.
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in the ration as the feeding period progressed vrit con
Stunt ratio of grain to rouI1age. The feeding practice
for the first three years o.f the fead:Lig trials vras

creasing the proportion of grain. The constant ra
was fed all ani:1s in the 1952-193 feeding trals, How-

cver, different patterns of growth cOUld be expected and
artially verified by the data Thr aninals fed the increas-

ing proportion of grain as cor;r,ared with the constant pro-

portion.

One wouid expect a change in cemicj. eomositjon of
the ration over the $edirAg period, such as incroasin the
pro ortion of grain, to decrease or oliuinate dininishing
roturns for a consider&jie perIod of tie, The change in
the cornos tion of the ration s eq:Iva1ont to a eharo
to another (higher) growth or prodetion function. This
change in coipositj of the food bt increasing the pro-
portion of grain could be expected to be an eeonoieal
practice so long as the cost of the gains in weight did
not exceed the increase in value of the aniia1,

The raain reason #iy gro7th differences betweon fec

ing practices could be only partially verified by the cx-
perinental data was the differences in rations Under the
two feeding practices. The nitrionts per 100 pounds of
feed were about the same for both rations. However, the



ration was in the forn of pellets when the constant grain-
roughage ratio was fed. Ono could expect soi.e differences
in efficiency with which animals utilize nutrients when in
pellet form as compared with ground grain and chopped hay.
Also, differences in feod intake could he expected for the
two forms in which the feed was fed. Efficiency should be
higher for the pellet ration.

In Figure 9 (top portion), the growth schedules are
plotted for heiftrs fed the constant ratio and the chang-
ing proportion of grain, It ôan be noted that growth is
higher in the latter half of the feoding period when the
increasing proportion of grain Is Led. Little difference
In growth exists except in the first part of the feeding
period.

A greater difference in growth between the two feed-
ing practicos than depicted In Figure 9 probably could be
expected. The helfers fed the constant ratio of grain to
roughage (In pellet form) consumed an average of 19.54
pounds of food per head per day. The hoifers fed the
changing proportion of grain consumed an average of 15.39
pounds of feed per head per day. This extra 4 pounds of
feed intake for hoife,'s fed the Constant ratio should raise
the level of this growth schedule. Thus, the actual dif-
ference in growth probably nay be greater than depicted
In the top portion of Figure 9.
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Additional gains per pound of additional food
plotted in the lower portion of Figure 9. It can be noted
that additional gains are higher over most of the feeding
period when the increasirg proportion of grain Is fed.

Growth of bulls fed the constant and changing ratio
waS cipared (Figure 10). Little difference in the total
growth during the feeding period could be detected between
animals fed a constant ratio and anLals fad the changing
ratio, However, there was a difference in feed corisump-

tion per anial per day. The bulls fed the constant ratio
of grain to roughage (in pellet form) consumed an average

of 18.64 pounds of feed per head per day as compared with

15.84 for animals fed the increasing proportion of grain.
This difference in food intake was a factor in a 300 pound
gain being attained about 30 days sooner for the anImals
fed pel1et. The length of the feeding period or bulls
was reduced by approximately the same amount of time a
for the heifera receiving pellets. This reduction In the
length of the feeding period decreases the maintenance re-
quirement of the animals, thereby further accentuating
the advantage of the pellet ration. Although the bull

growth comparison does not verify the hypothesis on dif-

ferences In growth by feed practices, it does not dis-
prove It.
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The derived rov,th schedules of calves in the provi-
ous sectioruof this chapter provide the basis for an oco-
nomic interpretation. Several assumptions need to be made

in regard to prices and costs in order to convert the
growth data into income and cost data. These will be set
forth when needed in the analysis. Returns above feed cost
and factors relating to it first will be discussed. The

effect of change in slaughter grade (and price) during
the feeding period upon income and optimum grade and

weight to market will follow.

aurn Above Fee Cost

With the prices and costs assumed, most of the esti-
mated retiu,ris above feed cost for the calves in the Oregon
experiment were positive0 However, the size of these re-
turns above feed cost did vary. The factors determining
the size of the returns above feed cost wore:

The efficiency of the animals in converting feed
into pound gains (growth differences).

Change in efficiency in converting feed Into
pounds of growth during the feeding period.

Price of feed.
Price of slaughter animals.
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Tables 4 and 5 were constructed in a manner to show

the effect of each of these factors upon returns above feed
cost. Data in Table 4 were based upon: (].) growth of
heifer and bi1s fed a constant (1:2) ratio of grain to
roughage, (2) selected prices of feed (grain and hay con

bined) of $2.25, $2.50, and $2.75 per hundredweight, and

(3) selected slaughter cattle prices of $20.00, $22.00,
and $24.00 per hundredweight. The solocted food price of
$2.50 was based upon Juno 1953 local prices for the 1n
gredients making up the feed mixture. Prices of $2.25 and
$2.75 were selected to show the effect of different feed
prices upon returns above feed cost. The different cat-"
tie prices asstued approxiniato the range of current prices
received fox' slaughter cattle by producers.

The same price and cost assumptions were used in con

stx'ucting Table 5. However, the feed prices were handled

differently than in constructing Table 4 s:Lnce three ratios
of grain to roughage were fod during the feeding period.

The feed prices were made comparable to those used in
Table 4 by using the same prices as used previously for
the 1:2 grainhay ratio. On the basis of $2.25 feed for
the 1:2 ratio, the 1:3 ratio feed was worth $2.12 per

hundredweight and the 1:1 ratio feed was worth $2.54.



Table 4

Returns Above Feed Cost for Heifer and Ball Calves at
Selected Feed and Cattle Prices Ihen Fed a Constant Ratio
of 1:2 of Concentrates to Hay.

Returns Above Feed
Total Total
Feed Gain
(lbs.) (lbs.)

t (dollars)

20

Hej; calves
600 91.3 6.59 3.26 5.09 6.91 3.59
800 117.0 7.74 3.40 5.74 8.08 3.74

1000 141.6 8.65 3.32 6.15 8.98 3.65
1200 165.0 9.30 3.00 6.30 9.0 3.30
1400 187.3 9.70 2.46 6.20 9.95 2.70
1600 20.4 9.5 1.68 5.85 10.02 l.b5
1800 228.5 9.77 0.70 5.27 9.84 0.77
2000 247.3 .41 -0.54 4.41 -0.59
2200 26.l .82 .1.98 3.32 b.b2 -2.18
2400 261.7 727 -3.66 1.9 7.61
2600 297.2 6. -5.6 0.3o 6.33 -6.12
2800 311.6 5.55 -7.68 -1.45 4.78 -8.45

U Ca1ve

600 128.3 14.73 io.66 13.23 15.79 11.73
800 163.2 17.90 12.64 15.90 19.17 13.90

1000 195.3 20.47 14.06 17.97 21.87 15.47
1200 224.5 22.39 14.90 19.39 23.88 16.39
1400 251.0 23.72 15.20 20.22 25.24 16.72
1600 274.5 24.39 14.90 20.39 25.88 16.39
1800 295.3 24.47 14.06 19.97 25.87 15.47
2000 313.2 23.90 12.64 18.90 25.17 13.90



Table 5 71Returns Aoove Feed Costs for Heifer and Steer Calves at
Selected Feed and Cattle Prices When Fed Batios of 1:3,1:2, and 1:1 of Concentrates to Hay.

eturns A'ove Fee o$tS 'dollarsj
Tota]. e..ocue4 eeu 4-ces
Gain $2.25- 20'(lbs.) Selected Cattle Prices Per Eundz'o.ight

p22 p20 22 24 22

Half a; CalveS

35].
4.29
3.55
3.92
3.90
3.48
1,42
1.18
0,37

-1.03.
-2,96

Total
Feed
(1bs.)

5.34
6
8.30

11.29
10.94
10.5
10.2
9..

12.06
10.83
9,60
8.37

* Change in ratio of feed from 1:3 to 1:2.
Change in ratio of feed from 1:2 to 1:2.

,/ Feed prices by ratios of grain to hay fed: $2.12 for
ratio, $2.25 for 1:2 ratio, and $2.54 for 1:1 ratio.

£/ Feed prices by ratios of grain to hay fed: $2.36 for 1:
ratio, $2.50 for 1:2 ratio, and $2.82 for 1:1 ratIo.
Food prices by ratios of grain to hay fed: $2.36 for 1:3ratios $2.75 for 1:2 ratio, and $3.10 for 1:1 ratio.

600 83.3 $5.61 $2.50 $4.17 $5.83800 110.5 7.35 322 5.43 7.64
1000 137.7 9.09 3.94 6.69 9.45
1200* 158.8 9.33 3.26 6.44 9.61
1400 185.5 10.70 3,60 7.3]. 11.02i600 210.4 11.68 3.58 7.79 12.001800 233.5 12.26 3,20 7,87 12.542000** 249.6 3.1.22 1.34 6,33 11.32

12.002200 276.7 1.12 6.65 12.192400 301.2 12.4]. 1.38 6,40 12.432600 323.]. 12.15 - .88 5.58 12,04
2800 342.4 11.32 .2,66 4.19 11.04

Ca].vos

600
800

1000
1200*

95.2
125.6
3.55.9
193.5

8.22
10.67
13 10
17.06

4.88
6.24
7.58

10.31

.78

.75
10.70
14.18

8.69
11.26i.82
lti.051400

i600
1800
2000**
2200
2400
2600
2800

216.9
240.3
263.7
287.1
324.3
347.4
370.0
392.6

1.71
lo.36
19.00
19.65
22.93
22 82
22
22 0

9.99
9.67
9.35
9.03

11.00
88
76

7.64

14.33
14.48
14.62
14.77
17.50
16.83
16.i6
35.49

18.67
19.38
19.90:
20.51
23.99
23.78
23.56
23,34
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At the $2.50 feed price level fo the 1:2 ratIo, the 1:3
ratio feed was worth $2.36 and the 11:1 ratio feed was $2.82

per hundredweight. Similarly, for the last selected food
price level, the feed prices were $2.60, $2.75, and $3.10
for the 1:3, 1:2, and 1:1 ratios, respectively.

affect rowtJ difThrences. The differences in
levels of efficiency at different food inputs can be noted
by comparing the data in Tables 4 and 5. ileturns above

feed cost are at a maxiinui at a higher level of feed in
puts for the nore efficient anicals. For exacple, in
Table 4, the point of raximuri returns occurred at a level
of 1200 pounds of feed inputs for the hoifers and i600
pounds for the bulls ($2.50 feed and $22.00 cattle). At

the sane prices and costs, returns above feed cost t the
maximum for bulls were higher than that of helfers, or
specifically $20.39 for buells and $6.30 for heifers. Simi

lar differences can be noted between the steer and heifer
calves fed three ratios of grain to hay (Table 5). Growth

of steers was higher than growth of heifors. This resu1t
ed in a higher return above feed cost at the maximum for
steers and this maximum occurred at a higher level of

feed inputs. It also can be noted that the heifer calves
receiving three ratios of grain to hay attained a higher
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maximum return above feed cost with gl'oater feed in.;uts

than heifer calves receiving a constant ratio (Tables 4
and 5),

SInce those comparIsons of returns above feed cost

were based on the sane prices of sleughter cattle for each
sex, those incoie comparisons may not be realistic. In

practice for cattle of comparable grade, steers would usu
ally sell at a higher market price than haifers, and heifors
in turn usually sell for a higher price than bulls. How-

over, these comparisons of returns above feed Co 5 do

depict the importance of efficiency of the animal in con-
verting feed into gaIns where feed costs and slaughter cat
tie prices are the same.

ffoct ch in efficiency. The effect of

changing rateS of growth on returns above feed Cost can be

noted frcu the data in Tables 4 and 5. Returns above feed

cost for each class of animals In these Tables change with
each change in the level of feed inputs. In Table 4, for

any food price or cattle price assumed, returns above feed

cost for heffers and bulls increase to a maximum and then

decline. This is brought about b diminishing returns, or

change In the effIciency in which the aninals convert feed

into gains during the feeding period. The same pattern o±
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changing (increasing and then decreasing) returns above
feed cost can be noted in Table 5 for steers and heifers
Led three ratios of grain to roug'age.

Effec.t of irtce ci' feec. Other things remaining con-

stant, an increase in feed price results in lower returns
above feed costs, whereas a decrease in Lead price 1ncroas

os the returns. For example, with cattle prices at $22.00
per hundredweight and an increase in food prices from $2.25

to $2.50, and $2.75 per hundredweight, the maximum returns

above reed costs for heifer calves fed a constant ratto of
grain to hay decrease from $9.65 to 6.3O, and $3.74, re-

spectively (Table 4). The pounds of feed inputs corres-

ponding to the maximum returns above seed cost decreased as

the feed prices increased. The maximum returns above feed

cost for calves Led three ratios of grain to hay also de-
crease with an increase in feed price (Table 5).

In Table 5, the maximum returns above feed costs with

higher feed prIces occurred in many cases at the same

level of feed inputs. This was because of the discontinu-

ous growth functions for heifers and steers during theIr

feeding po'iods, which restlted in returns above feed costs
being estimated for each, based on three separate equations.



ffeci pz'ico ci' slauhtera4r:als. The middle

three columns within "returns abovo feed cost" in Tables

4 and rere constructed to show the effect of dIfferent
cattle prices. With only cattle prices variable, returns
above feed costs increase as the level of slaughter cattle
prices increase. Also it can be noted in Tables 4 and 5
that, in general, the point of maximum returns above feed
costs occurs at a higher level of feed inputs as cattle
prices increase.

t Value qa.lve Optimum Market Grades, 'ileigs,

The previous section dealt with the returns above feed
cost on the gains of the animals in dry lot. Changes in

value of the initial weight due to grade changes of the ani-
mals in dry lot were not taken into account. Total increase

in net value of the animals in dry lot was estimated by add-
ing together estimated returns above feed cost and change

in value of the Initial weight. Those estimated net value

changes were based upon specific assumptions in regard to

grades and prices for calves in dry lot. Ohly the growth

functions for the heifer calves were used In estimating the
effect of grade changes.

The data in Table 6 were based upon the growth of

heifer calves fed a constant (1:2) ratio of grain to hay,



and selected prices of food (grain and hay combined) of
$2.25, $2.O, and 2.75 per hundredweight:. Slaughter c
tie rieos of $20.00, $22.00, and 24.0O ior commercIal,

good, and choice grades repectively were assumed. It was

assumed that hoifers raining as those did in the experiment
would change to a grade of good at i600 pounds of feed in
puts, and to a grade o± choice at 200 pounds ci' Leed In
puts, Gradual price changes with the grade changes were

assumed. Further, in constructing Table 6, an Initial cost
of $20.00 per hundredweight on 450 pound calves was assumed,

The sai:e assumptions were ade in constructing Table 7
with the exception of the matter in handling the feed prices
and the level of food inputs correspondIng to changes In
slaughter grades. Feed prices were handled in the same

method as in Table 5 where $2.25 was the price per hundrod

weight for the 1:2 ratIo of grain to hay, the 1:3 ratio was
$2.12 per hundredweight, and the 1:1 ratio of feed was

At the $2.50 feed price level the 1:3 ratio of feed was
$2.36 and the 1:1 iatio of feed was $2.82. Prices of $2.60,
$2.75, and $3,l0 wore used for the 1:3, 1:2, and 1 ratios
of grain to hay, respectively. The assurrntion rtas tade

that the heifers changed to a slaughter grade of good at
a feed input eve1 of 1600 pounds and to a grade of choice
at 2400 pounds of teed inputs.



Feed cost per cwt. Feed cost per c'wt.
2.25 $2.50 $2.75 $2.2

Tab1 6

Estimated Returns Above Feed Cost: Change in Value of
Initial Weight, arid Total Value Change Per Animal Under
Grade Changes in Feeding Period for Heifer Calves Fed a
Constant Ratio of Grain to Roughage. (Selected prices
for feed, slaughter cattle and feeder calves)

Feed Returns above feed Change Total change in
inputs costs In value value:(lbs.) Cattle prices $20, of ml-

$22, and $24, tial wt
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* Assumed point of change in
cia]. to good.

Assumed point of change in slaughter grade from good to
choice,

/ Assumed prices of slaughter cattle are commerical
@ $20.00, good @ $22.00, and choice $24.00 per hundred-
weight. Also it is assumed that these prices change
gradually over the given range of feed inputs.

3/ Assumed initial cost of feeders @ $20.00 per hundred-
weight. Change in value figured on basis of 450 pounds
initial weight.

Lughter grade from commer-

600 $4.76 $3.26 $1.76 $0.00 $4.76 $3.26 $1.76
800 5.87 3.87 1.87 1.80 7.67 5,67 3.67

1000 6.95 4.45 1.95 3.60 10.55 8,05 5.55
1200 7.98 4.98 1.98 540 1338 10.38 7.38
1400 8.96 5.46 1.96 7.20 16.16 12.66 9,16

*1600 9.85 5.85 1.85 9.00 18.85 14.85 10.85
1800 10.52 6.02 l,2 10.50 21.02 16.52 12.02
2000 11.06 6.06 .ts6 1.2.00 23.06 18.06 12.86
2200 11,47 5.97 .47 13.50 24.97 19.47 1.3.97
2400 11.73 5,73 ..27 15.00 26.73 20.73 14.73
2600 5.3 -1.17 16.50 28.3 21.ti 15.3

**2800 ].1.7t 4.71i -2.22 18.00 29.7o 22,7j 15.7



Estimated Returns Above Feed Cos
Initial Weight, and Total Value
Grade Changes in Feeding Period
Increasing Proportions of Grain
lected prices for teed, s].aughte

Peed
Inputs
(lbs.)

ost per cit.

600
800

1000
1200
1400

*1600
1800
2000
2200

2600
2800

Tpble 7

Returns above teed
costs
Cattle prlces,@ $20,

and $24.
Feed cost per cit.

2.2 $2.503 $2.?

t, Change In Value of
Change Per Animal Under
for Heifer Calves Fed
in the Ration. (Be-
r cattle and feeder calves)

Change Total change in
In value value $
of ml'.
;ial wt

Assumed point of change In slaughter grade from coer
clal to good.
Assumed point of change in slaughter grade from good to
choice.
Assumed cattle prices: commercial @ $20.00, good @
$22.00, and choice @ $24.00 per hundredweight,
Feed price varies by ratios of grain to hay fed: $2.12
for 1:3 ratio, $2.25 for 122 ratio, and $2.54 for 1:1
ratio,
Peed prices by ratios of grain to hay feds $2.36 for
1:3 ratio, $2.50 for 1:2 ratIo, and $2.82 for 1:]. ratio.
Feed prices by ratios of grain to hay feds $2.60 for
1:3 ratio, $2.75 for 1:2 ratIo, and $3.10 for 1:1 ratio.
Assumed Initial weight of 450 pounds and initial cost
per hundredweight of $20.00.
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$3 94 $2.50 .06 $0.00 94 $2,50 $i.06
5.47 3055 1.63 1,80 7.27 5.35 3.43
7.22 4.82 2.42 3.60 10.82 8,42 02
7.80 4.91 2 02 5.40 13.20 10.31 7.42
9.5 6 14 2.75 7 20 16.73 13.34 9,95

11.6 7 79 3.90 9,00 20.68 16.79 12.90
13.43 9,04 4.65 11.25 24.68 20.29 15.90
13,72 8.83 .92 13,50 27.22 22.33 17.42
16.25 10.80 b.33 1.75 32.00 26.55 22 08
18 44 12,43 6.40 lo 00 36.44 30.43 24.40
18 61 1204 5.45 18.00 36.61 30.04 23.4
18.17 04 3.89 18 00 36.17 29.04 21.89



Table 8

estimated Effect of Different Levels of Cattle Prices
Upon Retpng Above Feed Cost and Total Change in Value
Pep Animal in the Feeding Period for Reifer Calves Fed
a Constant Ratio of Grain to Roughage. (Feed @ $2.75
per hundredweight and selected prices 1'or slaughtercattle and feeder calves)

184221 $164202 $l4$l8

$0.00
1 80
3.60
5.40
7.20
9,00

10 50
12.00
13.50
15.00
16.50
18 00
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$]8422 $16420 $14438

$-.,0?
1.33
2 72
4.08
5.41
6,68

.45
.11

8.67
9, .10
9.39
9.55

-'.9.
-'.11

.78
1.67
2.51
2.88
3.16
3.37
3.47
3.45
3.32

.72
35

-2,85
.-2 .52
-.2.08
-1.66
-1.69
-.1.78
-'1.93
-2.17
-2150
-.2.91

* Assumed point of change in grade from commercial to good.
** Assumed point of change in grade from good to choice.
,/ Assumed prices: commercial $18.00, good @ $20.00, and

choice @ $22.00 per hundredweight.
/ Assumed prices: commercial @ $16.00, good @ $18.00, and

choice @ $20.00 per hundredweight.
3/ Assumed prices: commercial @ $14.00, good $16.00, and

choice @ $18.00 per hundredweight.
/ Assumed initial weight of 450 pounds and initial cost

per hundredweight the same as the prices assumed for
commercial slaughter cattle.

Feed Returns above teed Change Total change ininputs cost: In value values(lbs..) otini-4Feed $2.75 per cwt.
Cattle prices of, tial ,t Cattle prices of:

600 $-'.07 $"1.89 $-3.72
800 ...47 -.2.71 -'5.15

1000 -.88 .3.71 .'6.45
1200 '-1.32 .4.62 .7.92
1400 -.1.79 '-5.53 -'9.28

*1600 -'2.32 -.6.49 -.10.66
1800 -.3.05 -.7.62 -'12.19
2000 -.3.89 -.8.84 -.].3.782200 -'4.83 -10.13 -'15.432400 -.5.90 -.11.53 -.17.172600 -.7.11 -13.05 -19.00

**2800 -'8.45 .14.68 -20.91



a
The growth of heifer calves on a constant ratio was

used in Table 8 to show the estimated effect on total net
value returns with the existence of negative returns above

feed costs. The feed an cattle prices were selected at
levels vr i..ch would result in negative returns above food
cost. These prices were $2.75 for feed and $14.00 to 22.Q0

for cattle, depending on grade. Tue assumptiou also was

made that the initial cost of the cattle was the saLie as the
prices assui:ed for corniitercial grades.

change ue with Dositive returns bov

cot. Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the effect of change in
slaughter grades during the feeding period upon net value
changes of the animals when returns above feed costs are
positive. In Table 6, it can be noted that the returns
above feed costs for all selected feed and cattle prices
acculate to a iaximwn, and then decline. Also, it can be
noted that the value of the initial weight gradually in-
creases to a total of $18.00 under the assuned conditions.
The net change In value (returns above feed cost plus
change in value of Initial weight) increases to the maxi-
nurn feed input level in the Table ( 300 pounds) for each

selected feed price, Although r3turns above feed cost
increase to iaximurn before the cattle grade choice, then
decline, it is profitable to feed to a choice grade in
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every ease. This is because the increase in value of the
initial weight is greater from one trade change to another
than the decrease in rotuns above feed costs beyond the
maximums.

At selected feed and cattle prices for heifer calves
Led three ratios of' grain to hay (Table 7) it is noted
that the maximum not increase in value of an animal cor-

responds to the point of maximum returns above feed cost.

This is because changes in value of initial weight termin-
ate when choice grade is attained (as assumed), and returns
above feed cost continue to increase until the animal grades
choice or better. This indicates that the point of nazi-
mum returns above feed costs occurs at the same feed inDut

change in value level as the returns above feed cost in
crease to a maxinuir. vthin the highest slaughter grade.

In many cattle feeding operations the returns above
feed costs are negative during the entire feeding period.
The growth of the calves in the Oregon Experiments were

such that current feed arid cattle prices gave positive re-
turns above feed costs. The pattern of negative returns
above feed cost experienced in many feed lot operations can
be approximated with the growth data on heifer calves by

assuming high feed prices and low slaughter cattle prices.



The returns above feed costs in Table 8 depict the situa-
tion in which losses are incurred on the gains made by
the animals and the only way that profits can be realizcd
is through changes in value of the initial weight.

fl chang in value with negative reurns above feed
costs. The data in Table 8 indicate that so long as the
change in value of the initial weight with changes in
slaughter grade iore than offsets the losses on the gains
made by the aninals, profits will be attained.

In the last column in Table 8, the low assumed cat-
tle prices resulted in negative total value changes in the
entire feeding period. This was because the change in
value of initial weight did not offset the losses on the
gains made in dry lot. The am of a feed lot operator
would be to minimize his losses in this situatIon. When

1600 pounds of feed had been consumed, lasses were at a
minimum at the $14.00 to $18.00 level of cattle prices.

ntraum market weigJts grdps. For a given lot
o tattle the optimum marIet weight will be when the tot-
al change in net value is at a maximum. For the heifer
calves in Table 6, the optimum weights occur at a grade of
choice. SInce the feeding period for these cattle was
terminated at a weight of approximately 800 pounds, it
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was impossible to deterine hew much longer the cattle
could have boon fed profitably, When the price o cattle
i low in relation to the price of feed, it may not be
profitable to feed to a grade of choice, but to terminate
the feeding period when the cattle have a lower Slaughter
grade. This is illustrated in the last colum of Table 8
where with a low level of prices the optimum market weight
occurs vrhen the animals have a slaughter grade of good.

It may be more profitable for cattle feeders to
operate on the basis of a rapId turn over rather than Leed-
ing each lot to the optimum market weight. However, tho

discussion in this sectIon is based upon the feedIng of
one group of cattle each year.

Also, risk is. a factor to take into account in de-

ciding when to market cattle. Where increases in net value
of animals from one grade to the next are low, the feed lot
operator may choose to market at a lower grade and degree
of finish.
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CHAPTER 6

A3AL$IS, INTERPRETTIoi AH0 iXPEBIL1TAL

Constant produ.ct contours are useful in determing

how to vary the ratios of grain to hay with changes in
relative prices of these for maintaining a ninim cost of

the ration. A constant product contour Is a line depict-
ing the coibinatIons of' grain and roughage which will pro-

duce the saLe amount of gain on animals Product contours

of 200 pounds and 300 pounds of gain for yearling and steer
calves, respectively, were estimated from the Idaho data.
The xaethod of selection of the data Lor estimating these

constant product contours and the limitations are discussed
in chapter 4.

Corztit Product ontou for Yearling

The estimation equation for the 200 pound constant

product contour for yearling steers was:

Y -2l0.274 36.196X1+ 28.07/x S (1' i126x
where Y referred to pounds of gains X1 referred to pounds

of grain, and ref urrod to pounds of alfalfa bay. The

coefficients of the X terms were not tested for significance
because part of the original data was adjusted to new valu
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Combinations of grain and alfalfa hay found to give

a 200 pound gain for yearling steers are listed in Table 9.

As the amount of alfalfa hay increased in the ration, it

substituted for less grain. Fr examplo, when the amount

of hay was increased from 400 to 500 pounds, 100 pounds of

hay replaced 76.8 pounds of graIn. However, when the amount

of hay was increased from 1800 to 1900 pounds, 100 pounds of

alfalfa hay replaced 38.2 pounds of grain. The interpret

tion also can be made in terris of amount of hay required to

replace 100 pounds of grain at the different combinations.

As more grain is fed, less hay iz needed to replace 100.

pounds of grain n the ratIon,

On the basis of hay at $38.00 per ton arid grain at

$74.00 per ton, the least cost ratio is found to be at

1600 pounds of hay and 716 pounds of grain (Table 9). This

Is about two parts of roughage to one part of grain. ir e

costs of te rton at other grain-hay combinations are

shown in Table 9,

n8ta Product Contour Steer Ca1ve

The estimation equation for the 300 pour' constant

product contour for steer calves was:

Y 81O4o19.5x1.3x2 .'.114X ....2914 .029X1X

where Y referred to the 300 pounds of gain, referred to



Table 9
Alfalfa Hay and Grain Combinations, $ubstitu
Feed Cost in Producing 300 Pounds of Gain on

400 1842.1

500 1740.3

600 1643.5

700 1551.5

800 1464.1

900 1381.1

1000 1302.5

1100 1228.1

1200 1157.7

1300 1091.4

400 1028,9

500 970.3

915.5

101.8

96.8

92.0

87,4

83.0

78 6

74.4

70,4

66,3

62 5

58 6

54,8

103,3

baa 7
114.4

120.5

127.2

134.4

142.0

150,8

160.0

170.6

182.5

195.3

210.5

227.8

247.5

Substitution rates are qu
to replace 100 pounds hay

,/ Feed cost computed on basis o
hundredweight and $3.70 price

7,60

9.50 64.391

86
n Bates, and

r Calves

75.7

73.891

72.210

70.706

69. 372

68.201

67.193

66.340

65.635

082

64.669

64.401

64.274

64.279

64.422

64 697

65. 103

ies of grain (hay
) in the ration
1.90 price of hay pr

t grain per hundredweight.

1.40 60.810

13.30 57.406

15.20 54.172

17.10 51.101

19.00 48.193

90 45.440

22.80 42.835

24.70 40.382

26.60 38.069

28.50 35.901

30 40 33. 874

32.30 31. 979

34.20 30.222

36.10 28,597

38.00 27.103

A
2

47
816.8

43,9
772.9

40.4
732.5

i600

1700

1800

1900

2000
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the quantity of grain, and X2 ref erred to the quantity of
hay. Tests of significance of the X coefficients wore not

ado for the sane reason as explained earlier for the yoar
ling equation.

The different cor.binations oI' grain and hay required
fo 300 pounds of gain on steer claves are presented in
Table 13. The arount of grain required to su.bsitutc for
a hundred pounds of hay gradually inCreaSeS as nore grain
is fad. Also,.as the ratio of hay to grain increases, the
anount of hay required to replace 100 pounds of grain gradu
ally increases.

The total feed cost for obtaining 300 pounds of gain
On calves at tiie different conbinations of grain and hay
also is presented in Table 10. The nininui cost ration is
when about 1600 pounds of hay and 915 pounds of grain are

fed.

The differont corbinations of hay and grain required
for a 200 pound gain for yearling steers differed with the
results of heady and Olson (32, p,9) for yoaring steers.
Their results were presented on the basis of 100 pounds
of gain, Higher feed requirei:en for co:parable gains
were reported tn obtained in the Idaho trials. rfj
was because of the longer feeding pe.ciod and larger total
gains for steers in the Iowa experinent.



400 1499.1

500 1422.3

600 1347.4

700 1274.4

800 1203.4

900 1134,4

3.000 1067.4

100 1002.5

1200 939.9

1300 879.7

1400 822.0

1500 767.2

1600 715.6

1700 667.7

1800 624.1

1900 585.9

2000 554.7

Hay Grain Grain for Hay for Hay Grain Total
(lbs.) (lbs.) hay (lbs.) g,ajn(1bs.)

76 8

74.9

73 0

71.0

69.0

67e0

64.9

62.6

60 2

57.7

54.8

51.6

47.9

43 6

38,2

31.2

130.2

133.5

137,0

140 8

144.9

149.3

154.1

159.7

166.1

173.3

182.5

193 8

208.8

229.4

261.8

320.5

7.60 55.467

9.50 52.625

11.40 49.854

0 47.153

15.20 44. 526

17.10 41.97

19.00 39.494

20.90 37.093

22.80 34.776

24.70 32. 549

26.60 30.414

28.50 28.386

30.40 26.477

32.30 24.705

34.20 23.092

36.10 21.678

38.00 20. 524

63.067

62.125

61.254

60.453

59. 726

59.073

58.494.

57.993

57.576

57.249

57.014

56.886

56.877

57.005

57.292

57.778

58.524

),/ Substitution rates are quantities of grain (hay) needed
to replace 100 pounds hay (grain) in the ration.

g/ Feed cost computed on basis of $1.90 price of hay per
hundredweight and $3.70 prico 'grain por hundredweigh

Table 10 88

Alfalfa Hay and Grain Combinations, Substitution Rates, and
Feed Cost in Producing 200 Pounds of' Gain on Yearling Steers.

Hay"gra in Food Cost to Produce 20
Combinations Substitution Rates Pounds Gain (dollars)
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A higher proportion of the feed intake by the animals

is Utilized for body maintenance and loss for gain under a

prolonged feeding period. The feeding period for animals

in the Iowa exorinent va1ed from about 10 to 230 days.

The animals gained from 280 to 37 pounds. The shorter

feeding pe iod (126 days) and smaller total gains (200

pounds) for the Idaho yearling could be expected to result

in less feed per 100 pounds gain. Another difference be

twee the Idaho and Iowa results was the estimates ol' sub

stitution rates. In general, more rourhago was required

to replace 100 pounds of grain in the Iowa experiment as

compared with the Idaho teats. This was partly due to the

systems of producing gains in the Iowa oxperiment. The

animals in the Iowa experiment were handled in several dif

ferent systems. These systems for the different lots of

yearlings were: (1) full feed ol' grain in the dry løt,
(2) full feed of grain on pasture and finished in dry lot,

and (3) grazed under different manageent practices on

pasture, then fed grain on pasture, and f4nishod ir the

dry lot.

Compariso Calf Yor1ing Constant Product, Contours

The similarity of the shape of the estimated product

contours for calves and yearlings can be noted in Fig. 11
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The flatness of the contours indicates a wide range of
choice in selecting combinations of grain and hay without
a marked effect on the cost of the combination. For ex

ample, for calves in Table 9, with feed prices of $38.00
per ton and grain at $74.00 per ton, there is only $1.16
difference between the use of 36.4 per cent grain and 49
per cent am in the feed cothinatIon. It is possible
that a higher percentage of rain could result in a higher
slaughter grade and faster gains for the animals which may

more than offset a higher cost of the fed
Another way of determining the minimum cost ration

(other than used in computing feed costs in Table 9 and 10)
is a graphic solu ion. In Figure 11, the lines AB and CD

express the sane price relationship between grain and
roughage ($74.00 per ton grain and $38.00 per ton hay).
Where these price ratio lines become tangent to the con
stant product contour define the minimum cost combinations
of grain and roughage to feed. For the assumed feed prices,
tho minImum cost ratio of grain to roughage for calves and
yearlings diffo::' but little. The similarity in shape of
the two constant product contours would bring about nearly
the sai:o ratios for a minimum2 cost ration for yerlings and
calves at other feed price relationships.

The cheapest combinations of gra:Ln and hay are easily

determined for any feed price relationship, given the
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500 1000 1500 2000
Roughage (X2)

Figure 11. Constant Prothict Contours of 300 Pounds Gain
for Steer Calves and 200 Pounds Gain for Year-
ling Steers.
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sUbstitutiori possibilities or the product contours. Since
these constant product contours were obtained from data
on different lots of animals fed different constant ratios,
these may not represent the substitution possibil:Lties where
the ratio of grain to hay is changed during the feeding
period. However, in view of the limited amount of experi-
mental data on grain-roughage substitutIon possibilities,
these calf and yearling constant product contours may be
of value in determining about what average ratio of grain
to hay to feed.

Different grains and roughages of comparable quality
and nutrient content with those fed in the Idaho experi-
ments could be expected to result in contours similar to
the product contours estimated from data obtained from the
Idaho trials. The use of lower quality har rather than
alfalfa probably would £ltten the contours more. This

is to be expected because of the larger amounts of poor

quality hay required to substitute for a unit of grain when
the percentage of roughage a mixture Is high.



CHAPTJB 7

8TJW1 INDIllG? APPLICAON ii PRIWNTAL

The major portion of this chapter is concerned with

the results of a survey of beef feeding operations in
Kiamath and Uati1la Counties. Throughout the discussion,

application of tho findings in previous analyses will be
made.

Results fror; the Gilliam County Beef Improvement

Association Test will also be discussed and compared with

results of the Oregon Feeding Trials. The Gilliamn feed-

ing operation was in many respects similar to a £ aria feed

lot operation.

Growth curves wore estimated from records selected

from Gilliarn County feeding ists for purebred heifer arid

bull calves. A discussion of the experiment and analysis

was presented in Chapter 4.

Growth of the calves in the Gilitain County tests com-
pared with the growth of calves fed three different pro-
portions of grain in the Oregon feeding trials is shown
in Figure 12. Both bulls and heifers are included in these
growth comparisons. Froi the graph, growth of hoifers and
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Figure 12. Growth Curves for Bull and Heifer Calves Fed
in Dry Lot in Gilliam County and Bull and Heifer
Calves Fed in Dry Lot at Oregon State College.

0 1000 2000 3000

Pounds of Feed (grain and, hay)

t'-1:3 -'+'-1:2 1:1 - OSC Bulls

- 1:3 k 1:2 k 1:1 -- OSC Heifers
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bulls in the Gillii tests appears to be about the same

as the growth of hoifors and bulls In the Oregon experi
r!ents, However, more cra1n was fed In the Gilliam tests,

and if the rations were comDarable in all other respects,
higher growth could be expected from the animals in the
Gilliam tests. The ration and feeding practices did dif-
for, and it may also be possible that the animals in the
Gilliam reading trials were not comparable to the animals
in the Oregon expeIment,

From those comrarisons, it can be concluded that a

high level of growth was attained in the Oregon experiments.
Duplication of this growth level was attained in the Gil-
11am tests, but rore grain was fed to do so. The animals

fed in the Gillam tests were farmer owned, thus they may
be considered more typical of the d.nd of animals fed by
food lot operators in the state than those in the Oregon
experiments. Also, the ration containing three feed grains,
cottonseed meal, mixed alfalfa, and grass hay, can be con-
sidered more typical o the rations fed by feed lot oper-
ators in the state than the rations th the Oregon experi-
ment. Therefore, growth of calves In the Orogon experi-

ments probably was higher than could be expected by the

average cattle feeder In Oregon,
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Data obtained in the survey consist mainly of man-

agement practices followed by the operators that were

contacted in the two countios. These management prac-

tices included such factors as facilities provided for the

cattle, kind and quality of cattle fed, length of feeding

periods, feeding practices, and marketing procedures.

Fq41ir Fcilities

Most feeding operat:cns surveyed wore established

with a minimum outlay for feeding and housing facilities.

Only one operation had an all paved feed lot, and very few

had concrete feeding floors for the cattlo. The lack of

permanent feeding facilities by the operators indicates

that the enterprise was not established on a permanent

basis. Many operators had their enterprises planned for

the expansion or the contraction of feeding cattle, depend-

ing on the availability of low cost feeds and/or the prices

of cattle. Contraction could mean going out of busIness.

ça.ttle, .2

The majority of the cattle on feed were yearlings.

A few operators were feeding calves and some were feedin

96
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two year old cattle. As expected, steers predominated in
the number of cattle in the foe d lots.

Feeding Practicep

The length of the feeding period varied from 90 to
300 days. The io.st common practice was to feed the cattle

for a period of 120 to 160 days, Rations fed by the
dividual operators varied from a mixture of one grain,
minerals, and hay to a more complex mixture of three grains
protein sUplouent, molasses, alfalfa hay, silage, and rain-
erals, The rate of gains ranged from one pound to approxi-

mately two and one-half pounds daily. The lowest gains

were obtained when only one grain in limited quantities was
fed, whereas the best gains were obtained when a mixture of
two or three grains was used. 8everal kinds of roughages

were used, as indicated in Chapter 1.
wheat and barley woz1e the feed grains most commonly

used. However, corn and oats were used in many of the

food mixtures. Feeders using only wheat or barley in the

ration had more trouble with bloat and eattle going off
feed than did those feeding a mixture o two or three gains.
The use of more than one grain in the feed mixture (except:
corn) has usually been found to be a better practice than
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feeding a single grain. xperinents at Missouri (40, p.2)
and Montana (28, p.79) report better gains and less bloat-
lag, scouring, and other digestive disturbances when barley
and vthe.t were mixed with each other, or mixed with other

grains such as corn or oats. Very few were feeding oats

alone for any length of tine.
Data obtained in the survey indicated that LiOSt cattle

feeders were Uniting the grain fed. This practice may

have accentuated diminishing physical returns during the

feeding period. The usual practice was to start the oat-
tie on feed with roughage and a few pounds o grain daily,
gradually increasing the grain until the desired quantity
was being fed. The levol of grain feeding varied from about

6 to 12 pounds per aulmal per day among the operations.
This generally required a period of three to five weeks
occasionally longer. For the rest of the feeding perle
the usual practice was to feed the grain at a constant
amount per day for each individual animal.

The practice of holding the grain level constant is
not the same as feeding a constant ratio of grain to rough-
age. Under the constant grain level, the percentage of
grain in the ration may decrease. The cattle wil]. eat more

as livewoight increases, but with the grain feeding level
fixed, additional feed intake must be in the form of rough
ago. The increase in roughage intake decreases the
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per cent of grain in the ration. It has been noted in
the analysis in Chapter 5 that a constant ratio of 1:2 for
calves resulted in significantly dininishing returns. It
is logical to expect the limited grain feeding practice
also to result in significant d1iinishing returns.

With feeding periods ol' 120 to iO days, a gradual
incz'easg in the Percentage of grain during the lattor half
of the period probably would result in uore efficient gains.
Also n the shorter feeding periods, a gradual increase in
grain during the conpiete feeding period probably would
result in nore efficient gains.

eilin Patice

Culling is the practice of sorting out and selling the
cattle early that fail to gain as efficiently aS needed for

yielding an. increase in value greater than costs. Very few

operators follow this practice. Those ardnals not gaining
weight efficiently will reach a point whereby it no longer
pays to food their sooner than the efficient gaining cattle.
Therefore, they should be rarhotec1 sooner than cattle mak
ing off icien use of feed. Many feeders were found to be

separating these animals froLa the others and feeding them
for a longer period of time, or on a higher level of grain.

There was a distinct tendency for the operators in-
cluded in the survey to rarhet tho1r cattle at a grade of
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high good to choice. Several operators wore following the

practice of fltoppingtt, or selling in different groups as
the desired market grade was attAined.

Possibilities Expanded Feed Otgratlons j eçofl

The main liriting factor in the expansion of dry lot
cattle feeding operations is the small margin of return for
0aC; animal. This is due mainly to the high cost of feed
grains in relation to the price of cattle, or, stated
another way, an unfavorable cattle-grain ratio. The use of

low quality rough3ges in the feeding cattle no..ds i

thor investigaticn as a possibilty lowering food costs.

Low cost roughage. is the main factor in the development of

the present operations. The low cost roughages compensate,

over costa in cattle feedin increasing efficiency of
operations. $OL:e of the practices that le.d to i:.oro ot'fi.-

cient operations, as noted in the analysis of expeiinental
results, are: (1) select a iinimuri cost combInation of gan
and roughage feed, (2) increase the per cent of grain In the
ration as the cattle progress in the feedIng period, and

(3) sd]. each animal (If practical) when net returns are
highest, or when losses are least.

i-n part, for the relativ irain cost.
A possibility for increasing e ma gin of returns
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JMLAE .AZiQ CONCLUSIOM

The objectives of this study were: (1) to appraise

the possibility of expanded Thed lot operations, and

(2) to develop some economic guides for increasing eff 1-

ciency in cattle feeding. Major emphasis was placed on

the latter objective.
Growth curves were estimated by statistical tech-

niques for bull, heifer, and steer calves selected from

the 1949-1953 feeding trials at the egon Experiment

Station. Calves were fed from a weight of a little less

than 500 pounds to approximately 800 pounds. CampaDisOn

of those growth functions indicated:
significant diminishing returns occurred dur-

ing the feeding period for heifer and bull calves vinen fad

a constant ratio of 1:2 grain to hay. Bulls made more flu

ficient use of feed than heifors.
Increasing the ratio of grain to hay for heifer

calves fror 1:3 to 1:2 and to 1:1 resulted in more effi-

cient gains than for holfers fed a constant ratio. Steers

fed three ratios made raore efficient gains than heifors fed

either a constant ratio, or three ratios of grain to hay.

8olectecl prices for food and cattle were used for

determining net value lncreasos of animals in dry lot and

101
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optimum market weights. The optimum market weight was

considered to be the point where net returns per animal
wore highest, or where losses were at a minimum. It was

concluded from this analysis that:
Calves with greatest efficiency of feed utili-

zation resulted in the highest net increase in value and
heavier optimum market weights.

Reduction of feed prices and/or increased slatigh

ter prices resulted in higher net returns and heavier mar
kot weights.

Constant product contours were estimated for yearlings
and steer calves. Use ol' feed price ratio ].ines indIcated
that minimum cost combinations of grain to hay for these
steers (at current prices) were approximately one part
grain to two parts hay. Little difference occurred be-
tween the total cost of feed over a wide range of feed com-
binations near this minimum cost point.

Growth curves estimated from the animals In the Gil

ham County test followed patterns similar to those of bulls
and heifors fed three ratios of grain to hay In the Oregon
experiments. However, a higher percentace of grain tas fed

in the 0111mm tests.
A survey of 18 cattle feeders In Umatihla and Iciwnath
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Counties indicated the followings

Most operators planned operations £01" contraction

or expansion by minimum investments in facilities and feed"
ing equipment.

Limited grain feeding was a general practice.
Culling of castle making Inefficient use of feed

was not a general practice.
The iost efficient operators were soiling their

cattle at choice grades. 8one were "topping" their cattle
by selling as soon as they attained the grade ol' choice.

The main factor limiting the expansion of dry lot feed
ing operations in Oregon was the low margin of return re

calved per animal. This was due mainly to the high cost of
feed grains. Low cost roughagos compensated in part for the

high grain costs. The net returns per animal could be in
creased by increasing operating efficiency. Some possible

ways of Increasing efficiency wore: (1) selecting a minI
mum cost combination of grain and roughage for attaining a
given output of beef; (2) increasing the per cont of grain
in the ration as the feeding period progressed; and, (3)
selling anirials at their optimti market weights and grades,
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